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This revision 5 replaces the revision 4 of the certificate no. DE-09-M1001-PTB012 dated

27 .05.2009, reference no. PTB-1 .54040429.

Examination results:
The instruments mentioned in this certificate are subject to the following fundamental requirements of
the Directive 2014I32JEU of the European Parliament and the Council of 26 February 2014 on the

harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to the making available on the market of
measuring instruments (official journal L 96 page 149), last amended by amendment of 20.01.2016
(official journal L 13 page 57):

- Annex I "Fundamental Requirements"
- Annex lll (Ml-001) "Water Meters",
in conjunction with g6 of the Metering and Calibration Act of 25.07.2013 (Federal Law Gazette I page

2722),last amended by article 1 of the Act of 11.04.2016 (Federal Law Gazete I page 718), and $8 of
the Measuring and Calibration Ordinance of 11J22O14 (Federal Law Gazette I page 2010), last
amended by article 2 of the Act of 29.08.2016 (Federal Law Gazette I page 2034).

The measuring instrument's technical design specified below complies with the above mentioned

fundamental requirements. This certificate entitles the holder to mark the instruments manufactured in
conformity with this certificate with the number of this certificate.

The measuring instruments must comply with the following regulations:

Cerificate
Certificate edition dated Amendments

DE-09-Mr001-PTBo12 27.05.2009 - initialcertificate

DE-09-M1001 -PTB01 2, revision'l 06.08.2009 - complementing the technical documents
- new and revised type plates

DE-09-M1001-PT8012, revision 2 19.10.2012 - complementing the technical documents;

- defining the measuring insert to be the
exchanoeable metrolooical unit

DE-09-M1001 -PTB01 2, revision 3 28.02.2014 - broadening the rated operation conditions by the
additionalratio 80

- optional register without multiplier "xl0" in nominal
size DN 150

- makinq the user seal at the "opto windovt/' obsolete

DE-09-M1001 -PTB01 2, revision 4 21.04.2015 - 7-rollers register version "MeiStream MS - D HRI'
added

- electronic reqister "eRegister C&1" added

DE-09-M1001-PT8012, revision 5 19.06.2017 - FW release for electronic register

- recertification according to Directive RL 2014/32/EU

- editorial text revision
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I fype description

Woltman meter for cold and warm water

1.1 Gonstruction

The meter comprises a body (connection interface) with two pipe-shaped flanged end
connections and a measuring insert (exchangeable metrological unit) consisting of a Woltman
rotor metering element of the version WP and a mechanical or electronic dry-dial-pointer
register.

The meter is equipped with a flow straightener integrated in the body's inlet.

The cover flange of the metrological unit is reliably attached to the head flange of the
corresponding body by four screws.

Metrological unit and body together form the water meter. Only bodies with flow straightener,
directional anow and MID marking cut into the flange's upper surface (the illustration to the right
shows the body of nominal size DN 150 by way of example) are permitted.

[photo and legend] MID marking - body's nominal size + directional arrow - flow straightener

Metering element and register are attached together by means of a secured sliding ring.
The complete type range consists of three metrological units, where the cover flange including
regulating screw can optionally be made of tin-coated brass (nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100) or
a combination of brass and grey cast iron (nominal size DN 150) or also of plastic material
(nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100) or a combination of plastic material and grey cast iron (nominal
size DN150).

The smallest metrological unit represents the nominal sizes DN 40, DN 50 and DN 65. The
medium-sized metrological unit represents the nominal sizes DN 80, and DN 100, and the
biggest metrological unit is only fitted into the nominal size DN 150.

Within each nominal size the corresponding metrological units are identical except for the
bodies. All metrological units admit full flow.

The minimum body length of each nominal size can be found in the table below:

Nominalsize Minimum bodv lenqth
DN 40 224 mm
DN 50 200 mm
DN 65 200 mm
DN 80 200 mm

DN 1OO 250 mm
DN 150 300 mm
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1.1.1 Version Meistream Plus DN 40, DN 50 and DN 65

Woltman meter with drydial pointer register and flanged end connections on both sides suitable

to be fitted into horizontal pipelines.

- drawing no. sx_srsai &2a.02.2009 (cross and lorrgitudinal sectionalviews, perspective and

too views WoftrÄ-an meter Meistream i Meistream Plus DN 40, DN 50 and DN 65'

öiffi% üö. aO rln in combination with dry-dial pointer register and flow straightener,

showing MeiStream DN 50) and
- drawing no. sK_51563 of iA.OZ.ZOOS (cross and longitudinal sectional views 

"19J:q]i"*
metrologicatun'ilMeistream / Meistream Plus DN 40, DN 50 and DN 65, Qg16 m"/h to

O. 
jO rllf in combination with dry-dial pointer register, detailed views rotor bearings as well as

mägnet coupling, showing metrologicat unit Meis-tream DN 50)

- togätner witir cirresponoing bill of material no. 5210 page 1 ot 19.12.2011'

1.1.2 Vercion Meistream Plus DN 80 and DN 100

Woltman meter with dry-dial pointer register and flanged end connections on both sides suitable

to be fitted in horizontal pipelines.

- drawing no. SK_515 ati & zl.oz.200g (cross and longitudinal sectional views, persp^ective and

too views Woltrian meter Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 80 and DN 100, Qa40 m-/h to

öiOO rlln in combination with dry-dial pointer register and flow straightener, showing

Meistream DN 100) and

- drawing no. SK_51b64 of 27.02.200g (cross and longitudinal sectional views and top view

metrologicat unilMeistream i Meistreäm Plus DN 80 and DN 100, Qg40 mu/h to

ä;iöO;% in combination with dry-dial pointer regjster, detailed views rotor bearings as well

as magnet coupling, showing metrological unit Meistream DN 100)

- togethlr with corÄponOing nitt of material no. 5210 p. 1 of 19.12.2011'

1.1.3 Version Meistream Plus DN 150
Woltman meter with dry-dial pointer register and flanged end connections on both sides suitable

to be fitted in horizontal pipelines.
- drawing no. sr3r si ö & zl .02.2009 (cross and longitudinal sectional views, perspective"and

top views Woftman meter Meistreäm i MeiStream Pl-us DN 150, Qg 100 mlh-to Q3250 m"/h in

combination with dry-dial pointer register and flow straightener, showing Meistream DN 150)

and
- drawing no. sK_515 66 of 27 .Q2.2009 (cross and- lon_gitudinal sectional views and.top view

metrologicat unä tvteiStream / MeiSireäm Plus DN 150, Qg 160 mt/h to Q3250 m"/h in

combination with dry-dial pointer register, detailed views rotor bearings as well as magnet

coupling, showing metrological unit Meistream DN 150)

- togeineiwith corösponOing Uiltof material no.5211 p. 1 of 19-12.2411'

- drawing no. SÜiiOS ot ö2.0g.2013 (register, Meistream/ -Plus MS-D HRI DN150 T50'

register 1 m3 without multiPlier)

1.2 llleasurementsensor
Woltman rotor metering element with rotor shaft situated in the pipe axis.

The water flows in thro'ugh the integrated flow straightener, through the water straightening vane

onto the Woltman rotor.lhe rotational movement of the rotor, which is positioned parallel to the

flow, is transferred by a worm wheel and a transmission shaft to the magnet coupling. The

magnet coupling transfers the rotational movement from the metering element to the register.

The water flows out through the opposite outlet port'

Adjustment is possible by means of a by-pass regulation at the regulating bulkhead. Adjustment

is ön$ possible when the sliding ring has been removed'
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- drawing no. SK_51576 ot 27.02.2009 (cross-sectional detail view regulating bulkhead
Meistream/Meistream Plus DN 40 to DN 150, Qs 16 m3/h to Qg250 m3/h, showing Meistream
Plus DN 100).

1.3 Measurementprccessing
1.3.1 Dry-dial pointer register

The rotations of the Woltman rotor are transferred to the register by means of a transmission
shaft and magnet coupling. Within the register the rotational movement is finally transfened by
gear train with worm wheel to the fastest continuously moving roller.

1.3.2 Electronic register "eRegister C&1"
The rotor's rotational movement is transferred by a magnet coupling out of the metefs wet
area into the dry area of the electronic register. Within the register there is a concurrently
rotating magnet coupling, which is scanned by an electronic sensor. The rotational movement
and rotational direction are converted electronically, processed and registered on the LCD.

The calculated and indicated data can be read by a coded radio protocol.

The register is equipped with a locking device allowing a maximum rotation of 359' related to

the mete/s body.
- Drawing no. SK_51721 of 22.01.2015 (electronic register .eRegisted' MeiStream /

Meistream Plus / MeiTwin register 30"C)
- Bill of material no. 5242 of 20.01.2015 (electronic register "eRegister C&1")

1.4 illeasurement indication

1-4.1 Register vercion ,,MeiStream Plus MS - D HRf'with inductive pulse emitting equipment
H Rl-ttiei and opto-electron ic pu lse emitting equipment OD

Dry-dial pointer register with magnet coupling to the metering element'

The register has 6 white rollers with black figures for the cubic meter indication as well as 3 red

pointers (circular scales) for the indication of the post decimal positions for the nominal sizes DN

40 to DN 100 or two red and one black pointer for the nominal size DN 150 as well as a reading

star.

The pointer with the circle value 10 litres (t) (nominal sizes DN 40 to DN '100) or 100 t (nominal

size DN 150) may be equipped with a modulator plate (register prepared for HRI). The indication
is in cubic meters 1m3;. tne fastest roller turns continuously. The smallest dividing value of the
fastest turning counting element is 0,5 I (nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100) or 5 I (nominal size

DN 1s0).

The register is equipped with a locking device allowing a maximum rotation of 359' related to
the meter body.

All gearwheels required for the necessary gear reduction are located between an upper and a
lower plate, which serve as bearing plates, too. The upper plate is also the dial plate, at the
same time.

The register "Meistream Plus MS - D HRI' may, if required even at the meter's fitting point, also

be equipped in combination with a retrofittable inductive pulse emitting equipment HRI-Mei or
with an opto pulse emitter OD.

Design and functionality of the inductive pulse emitting equipment HRI-Mei:

ln case of the nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100 there is a modulator plate (nonmagnetic damping
plate) on the pointer with circle value 10 litres (t). The pulse rate is not less than 10 { per pulse.
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ln case of the nominal size DN 150 the modulator plate is situated on the pointer with circle

value 100 {. consequently, the pulse rate is not less than 1001 per pulse.

This damping plate can be scanned by the inductive pulse emitting equipment HRI-Mei in a non-

interacting way and, therefore, serves to generate pulses equivalent to the volume.

The electronic evaluator with the scanning oscillating circuit is placed in a separate casing,

which is fixed by means of a bayonet onto the register bonnet and which can be locked in
position by use of a sliding ring.

Within the casing there are two coils distinguishing forward and backward rotations of the non-

interactively scanned pointer. The hardware includes a processor evaluating the signals of the

oscillating circuit and calculating the output pulses.

The type of protection of the pulse emitte/s casing is lP 68.

ln order to allow mounting the pulse emitter onto the register, the sight glass is flattened around

the HRI's fastening position.

Design and functionality of the optical pulse emitting equipment OD:

Some of the gearwheels are combined with magnet holders or a reflector wheel and serve for

generating pulses equivalent to the volume, which can be picked up by means of a pulse

emitter.

For the nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100, the reflector wheel with 10 reflecting surfaces for the

opto pulse emifter OD is placed at the counting element with circle value 10 [ per cycle and, for

the nominal size DN 150, at the counting element with circle value 100 I per cycle. The pulse

rate is not less than 1 t per pulse (nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100) or 10 t per pulse (nominal

size DN 150).

- drawing no. SK_51572 ot 27.022009 (sectional view dry-dial pointer register MeiStream /
Meistream Plus MS - D HRI) together with corresponding

- billof material no.5212 p. 1 of 18.05.2009 .

Register without multiplier "x,l0"
foitne nominalsize DN 150 with rated operation conditions Qa = 160 m"lh with R40 and

R160, as well as Qa = 250 ms/h with R80, R315 and R400 there is the option to use a register,

where transmission is adapted in such a way that the very right roller indicates m3. For this

version the imprint "x10" is no longer required
- drawing no. SK_51705 of 02.09.2013 (register, MeiStream/ -Plus MS-D HRI DN150 T50,

register 1m3 without multiPlier)

1.4.2 Register vesion n,Meistream Plus M$ - Encoder" with inductive pulse emitting
equipment HRI

Dry-dial pointer register with magnet coupling to the metering element.

The register has 6 black rollers with white figures for the cubic metre indication as well as 3 red

pointeri (circular scales) for the indication of the post decimal positions for the nominal sizes DN

40 to DN 100 or two red and one black pointer for the nominal size DN 150 as well as a reading

star.

The indication is in cubic metres 1m31. tne fastest roller turns continuously. The smallest

dividing value of the fastest turning counting element is 0,5 t (nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100)

or 5 t (nominal size DN 150).

The register is equipped with a locking device allowing a maximum rotation of 359" related to

the meter body.
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Each roller of the register is equipped with concentric coding slits. They can be scanned by light

barriers and, in that way, the meter reading can be picked up.

The reading instrument is connected via cable and interface. During read-out the electronic part

of the register is externally powered.

ln sleep mode this electronic part is not powered. The interface works in a non-interacting way.

The register,Meistream Plus MS - Encode/' may, if required even at the mete/s fitting point, be

operated with a retrofittable inductive pulse emitting equipment HRl.

ln case of the nominal sizes DN 40 to DN 100 the modulator plate is positioned on the pointer

with circle value 100 L The pulse rate is not less than 100 t per pulse.

ln case of the nominal size DN 150 the modulator plate is positioned on the pointer with circle

value 1000 t. As a result, the pulse rate is not less than 1000 t per pulse.

Design and functionality of the inductive pulse emitting equipment HRI is, to the greatest extent,

similär to the putse emitting equipment HRI-Mei specified under no. 1.4.1. The only difference

compared to the HRI-Mei is the HRI's attachment by means of a screwed connection.

- drawing no. SK_51577 ol A2.03.2009 (sectionalview dry-dial pointer register MeiStream /

Meistream Plus MS - Encoder) together with corresponding
- billof material no. 5208 p. 1 of 18.05.2009

1.4.3 Register vercion .,lleiStream MS-D HRl" with 7-rollers register without multiplier "x{0"
Optionally the meter of nominal size DN 150 is manufactured with a mechanical 7-rollers

register "Meistream MS-D HRI'. Transmission is adapted in such a way that the right roller

indicates m3, and, therefore, the imprint "x10" on the dial plate is no longer required for this

version.
- drawing no. SK_51742of 24.03.2015 (register Meistream MS - D HRI DN150/200-300 T50

7 rollers) together with conesponding
- billof material no. 5211 p.1 ot 18.05.2009.

{.4.4 Electronic register "eRegister C&1"
Electronic register with 9-digit volume indication in LCD technology with dark figures on a light

background.lhe decimat point can be adjusted as reqyle! at the factory (3 decimal places,

smallest indicated value 1 litre for DN 40 to DN125 and 2 decimal places, smallest indicated

value 10 litres as from DN 150).
The display can be put into a test mode for testing purposes (smallest fractional value of the

display 0,625 litres for DN40 to DN125 and 6,25 litres as from DN 150)

- drawing no. SK_51722 of 26.01.2015 (dial plate 'eRegistef MeiStream / MeiStream Plus /
MeiTwin register 30'C)

- drawing no.SX_St Z+ 4 ot 24.O3.2015 (head assembly including type plate, MeiStream with

eRegisterC&1, DN 65, DN 100, DN 150)

1.5 Optional equipment and features, which are subiect to the Measuring lnstruments
Directive

- none -
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1.6 Technical documenb

The technical documents, which are part of this certificate, are on file at the PTB according to the

corresponding set of certification documents. The table of contents of the set of certification
documents has been sent to the certificate holder.

1.7 lntegrated equipment and features, which are not subiect to the Measuring
lnstruments Directive

1.7.1 Mechanical registerwith pulse emitting equipment

The meters are also equipped in combination with two different types of pulse emitters:

- inductive pulse emitting equipment HRI-Mei or HRI (see nos. 1.4.1 and no. 1.4'2),

- opto-electronic pulse emitter OD (see no- 1.4-1)'

All emitting contactors are exchangeable at the meter's fitting location, if required-

- drawing no. SK_51586 of 14.05.2009 (cross-sectional and top views Woltman meter

Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 40 to DN 150 with dry-dial pointer register and pulse emitting

equipment HRI-Mei, HRI and OD, showing Woltman meter Meistream DN 50, protective lid

open).

1.7.2 Electronic register

The glass/copper encapsulated electronic register has an integrated radio module providing

consumption data and diagnostic functions. Additional symbols show a variety of operating

conditions, such as magnet influence, leakage, pipe break, low battery. These functions are

provided by an independent non-interacting microcontroller, which does not affect the

registeis metrological Part.

2 Technical data

2.1 Rated operating conditions

2.1.1 Nominal size DN 40 (R 40, R 80, R 160' R 315)

Q, [mu
0,079

0,64 0,127

Qa [m
Q+ [m 31,25

25

0.31250,4

16

20

Q3/Q1

2.1.2 Nominal size DN 50 (R 40, R 80, R {60, R 315)

Qr [m3rr]
Qz [m'/hl
Q3 [m'/h]

0,4 0,3125 0,079

0,1270,64
2516

Qq [m"/hl 20 31,25
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2.1.3 Nominal size DN 65 {R 40, R 80, R 160, R 3{5, R 400)
Flow range:
Qr [mt/h 0,625 0,5 0,1 56 0,127

Q2 [m"/h] 0,16

Qs [m"/h
Qe [m 31,25

Q2/Q1

50

1,6

Qs/Qr 40 I 80 | 160 | 315

0,25

| 400

0,158

0,252

78,75

2.1.4 Nominal size DN 80 (R 40, R 80, R 160, R 3{5, R 400}
Flow range:
Q1 1m3ln1 1 0,7875

Qz [m"/h

Qnl

1,6
6340Qel

Qz/Qr

2.1.5 Nominal size DN 100 (R 40, R 80, R 160, R 315, R 400)
Flow range:
O, tmlnl
Qz [m"lhl 2.52

Qe [m"ih]
Q+ [m"lh] 78,75

1,575 1,25 0,394 0,318 0,25

100

0,4

125

Qz/Qr 1,6

o/o,' 40 
I

2.1.6 Nominal size DN 150 (R 40, R 80, R 160, R 315,
Flow range:
Q1 [m3/h]
Qz [m'/h]
Q3 [m"/h] 160

Qa [m"lh]

80116013151400
R 630)

3,125
6,4

o,794 0,397

0,635
250

312,5

Qz/Qr
Qs/Qr

2.1.7 Accuracy class, temperature range and environment conditions

Accuracy class:

Temperature range:
Mechanical environment conditions:
Climatic environment conditions:
Electromagnetic environment cond itions:

x2o/a(Q2<Q<Qr)
t5%(Qr<Q<Qz)
0,1 'C to 50 "C
M2
5"Cto70"C
- not applicable -
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2.1.8 Pressure range and pressure loss
Nominalsize I Pmin AP

1 bar (0,01

0.1 bar(0.01 MPa
0.25 bar (0.025 M

0,3 bar (0,03 MPa) 16 bar (1,6 MPa) 0,1 bar
100 0,16 bar (0,016 MPa

40
50

4

4.1

150

2.2

3

0,'16 bar (0,016 MPa)

Further operating conditions

- none -
lnterfaces and compatibility conditions

- none -

Requirements for production, first operation and use

Req uirements for production

The metrologicalverification test is caried out in accordance with OIML R 49-1, edition 2006 at
the following three flow rates at a water temperature of 20 'C t 10 "C:

Q,sQ31,1 Qr

Qr<Q<1,1 Qz

0,gQgsQ<Qs
The measured errors of indication must not exceed the maximum permissible value for any of
the a.m. flow rates.

Requirements for first operation

lnstallation of inlet and outlet pipe lengths is not required (U0 / D0).

It is recommended to secure the connec{ion points at the pipeline by means of a user seal. The
user seal (adhesive stamp, lead seal or the like) preventing dismounting the meter should be

designed in such a way that it cannot be removed or detached without visible damage.

Each meter is to be accompanied by descriptive operating and mounting instructions (refer to
no.7.1).

The pulse emitting equipment HRI-Mei, HRI or OD is allowed to be mounted later on, at the
meter's fitting location, if required. Retrofitting with pulse emitting equipment is only allowed by
fitters, who have been particularly trained for this purpose. The pulse emitting equipment should
be secured against removal by means of a user seal,

Requirements for use

The user is to be instructed (e.9. in the mounting instructions) that

- for applications, which are under legal metrological surveillance in the corresponding EU

member state, the measuring instrument may only be operated under the rated operating
conditions specified under 2.1.

- the exchangeable metrological unit (measuring insert) in combination with one of the
connection interfaces (body) specified in this design-examination forms the measuring
instrument (water meter);

- the exchangeable metrological unit may only be used in combination with one of the

connection interfaces specified in this design-examination certificate.

4.2

4.3
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Verification of instruments in operation

Documents for the test
The design-examination certificate in hand and the technical documents listed under no' 1'6'

Specific test equipment or software

The meter must coffespond to the technicat documents under no. 1.6, the inscriptions to the

specification under no. 7.2. The software version is 1.1 and can be read via radio interface

(SIRT) or indicated on the display.

ldentification

The test can be carried out by volumetric or gravimetric methods or by using reference meters'

The used test equipment must allow the adjuJtment of the flow rates specified under no' 4'1'

a) SIRT (Sensus lnterface Radio Toot) for communication with the meter under test.

b) Opto scanning head converting the light pulses o! the. LED, which are proportional to the
' 

volume, into än electrical signä1, which can be utilised by the test rig.

Calibrating and adJusting methods

Adjustment of the meter is carried out by means of the bypass regulating bulkhead, sliding ring

removed. The functionality is also specified under no. 1.2. After adjustment the register and the

sliding ring is remounted and the meter is tested. The metrological test must be carried out

within the rated operating conditions.

The security measures specified in no. 6.1 prevent that the adjustment Gan be changed

afterwards.

Security measuros

Mechanical sealing

The security sliding ring and the register below must be snap-fitted and secured in such a way

that wilful opening is only possible by force leaving visible traces.

Moreover the metrological unit is to be secured against unauthorised disassembly by covering

one head flange screviwith a push-in cap and/or adhesive stamp or securing it by sealing wire'

The pulse emitting equipment should be secured against removal by a user seal'

- photo no. sK_5157g of 03.02.2014 (view of seals woltman meter Meistream / Meistream

ittus Otrt 40, öN 50 and DN 65, showing Meistream DN 65)'

- photo no. sK_5157g of 03.02.2014 (view of seals woltman meter Meistream"/Meistream Plus

bru 80, DN 100 and DN 125*, showing Meistream DN 100) and

- photo no. sK_515g0 of 03.02.2014 (view of seals woltman meter Meistream / Meistream

Plus DN 150).

To prevent any soiling or damage during the transport to the fifting site the body's inlet and

outlet passages must be covered.

5.2

5.3

6

6.1
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6.2 Electronic sealing
The instrument version with electronic register is locked electronically by a defined bit pattern

after completion of production and configuration. After that, changes of the metrological

configuration are no longer possible.

7 l{larking and inscriptions

7.1 lnformation to be added to the instrument

Operating / mounting instructions:
Each meter is to be accompanied by descriptive operating / mounting instructions. They have to

include the following items for particular observation:
a) Check of the sealing surfaces and the seals before fitting. lt must be ensured that, in case of

need, particular measures prevent the seals at the meter from getting out of place, dropping
out or being damaged during the transport from the manufacturer to the fitting site. lf
required, the seals are to be pasted in.

b) Check of the readability of the meter characteristics after fitting. The visual readability of the

meter indication, all characteristics of the meter and the conformity and metrological marking

must not be impaired.
c) lt must be ensured by suitable measures that any possibility of soiling or damage is

eliminated during the transport to the fitting site.

d) The pulse emitting equipment HRI-Mei or HRI and OD are allowed to be mounted later on, at
the meter's fitting location if required. Retrofitting with pulse emitting equipment is only

allowed by fitters, who have been particularly trained for that purpose. The pulse emitting
equipment should be secured against removal by means of a user seal.

Marking and inscriptions

On the meter the following information must at least be available:

- manufacturer's name or company name or his trademark and his postaldelivery address,
- Q: and the ratio Q3 / Q1,

- year of production and individual serial number of the meter,
- number of the design-examination certificate,
- the temperature class T50,
- the pressure loss class AP in kPa,
- the maximum operating pressure in ,baf'or MPa,

- the operating position,
- flow direction (e.9. on the body) and
- unit of measurement m3.

Conformity and metrological marking is applied in accordance with article 20 of the Directive
2014t32tEU.
Additional inscriptions are allowed, as long as they cannot be mixed up with the a.m.
characteristics.
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- drawing no. SK_51600 of 03.08.2009 (top views Woltman meter MeiStream / MeiStream
ptus DN  0 to DN 150 with dry-dial pointer register, showing MeiStream DN 65 with pulse

emitting equipment OD and HRI-Meias well as Meistream Plus DN 65, views of marking

and inscriptions, protective lid open ),
- photo no. SK_S1582 of 03.03.2009 (top views Woltman meter MeiStream Plus DN 40 to

DN 150, showing Meistream Plus DN 65, DN 100 and DN 150, view of marking and

inscriptions, protective lid open).

The meters are also allowed to be put on the market in the name of the companies

Aquametro AG

or

Ringstrasse 75 CH41 06 Therwil Switzerland

GWF MessSysteme AG Obergrundstrasse 119 CH- 6002 Luzern Switzerland-

ln that case the name ,,Sensus", being the manufacturer responsible for the conformi$

declaration, is to be attached right beside or below the conformity and metrological marking.

Examples of the conformity and metrological marking:

[two photos]
- photo no. SK_5160't of 04.08.2009 (top views Woltman meter MeiStream Plus DN 40 to

bru tSO, showing Meistream Plus DN 50, protective lid versions GWF and Aquametro),

8 lllustration - photos {by way of exampte)

wottman meter Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 40. DN 50 and DN 65

without and with HRI-Mei/ HRI/ OD

[two photos]

Meistream DN 65 with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS - D HRl, flow straightener, cover

flange made of metaland/or plastic materialand sealing (perspective view)

[two photos]

Meistream DN 65 with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS - D HRl, metal cover flange and

sealing (top and side views)

woltman meter Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 40. DN 50 and DN 65

without and with HRI-Mei/ HRli OD

ltwo photosl
futeiSiream bt't OS with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS - D HRl, metal cover flange, pulse

emiüing equipment HRI-Meiand OD (perspective view)

27.02.2009 sK_51573
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Woltman meter Meistream*/Meistream Plus DN 80. DN 100 and DN 125*
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without and ryith HRI-Mei/ HRI/ OD

ltwo photos]
Meistream DN 100 with dry-dial pointer register MeiStream MS - D HRl, flow straightener, cover

flange made of metaland/or plastic, respectively, and sealing (perspective view)

[two photos]
fuleistream btrt tOO with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS-D HRl, metal head flange and sealing

(top and side views)

Paqe l7 of the EU Desiqn-examination Certificate DE{19-M1001-PTB012. Revision 5 dated 19.06.2017

woltman meter Meistream*/ Meistream Plus DN 80. DN 100 and DN 125*

without and with HRI-Mei/ HRI/ OD

[two photos]
Meistream bt*t tOO with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS-D HRl, metal cover flange, pulse

emitting equipment HRI-Meiand OD (perspective view)

27.02.2009 sK_51574

Iphoto]
Meistream DN 150 with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS-D HRl, flow straightener, metal cover

flange and sealing (perspective view)

[two photos]
Meistream DN 150 with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS-D HRl, metal head flange and sealing

(top and side view)

Paqe {9 of the EU Desion-examination Certificate DE-{!9-M1001-PTB0i2. Revision 5 dated {9.06.2017

Woltman meter Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 150 without and with HRI-Mei/HRl/ OD

[two photos]
Meistream DN 150 with dry-dial pointer register Meistream MS-D HRl, metal cover flange, pulse

emitting equipment HRI-Meiand OD (perspective view)

27.02.2AA9 SK 51575

ffiistream Plus DN t50 without and with HRI-Mei/ HRI / oD
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Woltman meter MeiStream / MeiStream Plus

drvdial pointer registers (identical versions)

ltwo photosl
MeiStream MS - D HRI DN 40 to DN 125

MeiStream MS - D HRI DN 150

[two photos]
Meistream MS - Encoder DN 40 to DN 125
MeiStream MS - Encoder DN 150

[two photos]
Meistream Plus eRegister C&l DN 40 to DN 125

Meistream Plus eRegister C&l DN150

24.03.2015 SK_51571

paqe 2l of the EU Desion+xamination Certificate DE{9-M1001-PT8012. Revision 5 dated 19.06.2017

woltman meter Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 40. DN 50 and DN 65

without and with HRI-Mei/ HRI / OD
securino points (sealinq. adhesive stamp)

[two photos]
Meistream I Meistream Plus DN 65 metalflange
Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 65 plastic flange

[two photos]
Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 65 Opto OD

Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 65 HRI-MEI
o3.o2.2AM SK_51578

Woltman meter Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 80. DN 100 and DN 125*

without and with HRI-Mei/ HRI / OD
securinq points (sealinq, adhesive stamp)

[two photos]
Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 100 metalflange
Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 100 plastic flange

ltwo photos]
Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 100 HRI-MEI
Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 100 Opto OD

o3.o2.2AM SK_51579
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Woltman meter Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 150 without and with HRI-Mei/ HRI/ OD

securing points (sealing. adhesive stamp)

Iphoto]
MeiStream / Meistream Plus DN 150 metalflange

[two photos]
Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 150 Opto OD

Meistream / Meistream Plus DN 150 HRI-MEI

03.02.2014 SK_51580

paqe 24 of the EU Desion-examination Certificate DE-09-M1001-PTB0i2. Revision 5 dated {9.06.2017

Woltman meter Meistream Plus DN 40 to DN 150

without HRI-Mei / HRI / OD
head assembly with tyPe olate

[two photos]
Meistream DN 65 with metal cover flange, head ring showing all significant meter specifications,

conformity and metrological marking (protective lid open)

Meistream DN 100 wilh metal cover flange, head ring showing all significant meter specifications,

conformity and metrological marking (protective lid open)

[photo]
ireistream DN 1s0 with metal cover flange, head ring showing all significant meter specifications,

conformity and metrological marking (protective lid open)

03.03.2009 sK_s1582

paoe 2s of the EU Desiqn-examination Certificate DE-{19-lü100{-PTB0|2. Revision 5 dated {9.06.2017

Woltman meter Meistream/Meistream Plus DN 40 to DN 150

with HRI-Mei/ HRI/ OD
head assemblv with tYPe Plate

[two photos]
ilIeisiream DN 6s with metal cover flange and inductive pulse emitting equipment HRI-Mei, head ring

showing all significant meter specifications, conformi$ and metrological marking (protective lid open)

MeiStÄm DN 6s with metai cover flange and inductive pulse emitting equipment HRl, head ring

showing allsignificant meter specifications, conformity and metrological marking (protective lid open)

Iphoto]
itleistream DN 65 with metal cover flange and opto-electronic pulse emitting equipment OD, head ring

showing allsignificant meter specifications, conformity and metrological marking (protective lid open)

18.05.2009 sK_51587
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Woltman meter MeiStream DN 40 to DN 150
with electronic register
head assemblv with type olate

ltwo photos]
Meistream DN 65 with metal cover flange, head ring showing all significant meter
conformity and metrological marting (protective lid open)
Meistream DN 100 with metal cover flange, head ring showing all significant meter
conformity and metrological marking (protective lid open)

specifications,

specifications,

[photo]
Meistream DN 150 with metal cover flange, head ring showing all significant meter specifications,

conformity and metrological marking (protective lid open)

23.03.2015 SK_51743

Paqe 2? of the EU Desiqn-examination Gertificate DE{9-MXE1-PT8012, Revision 5 dated 19.05.2017

Woltman meter Meistream/MeiStream Plus DN 40 to DN 150

without HRI-Mei/ HRI / OD
further versions of protective lid

[two photos]
Meistream DN 50 with metal cover flange, protective lid closed,
version Aquametro AG
Meistream DN 50 with metal cover flange, protective lid closed,
version GWF MessSysteme AG

04.08.2009 sK_51601

PTB / Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt

National lnstitute of Metrology
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Conformity Assessment Body

The translation from the German language is certified to be correct and complete.

Schifferstadt, 24 October 2017
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